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Week 1: Two Cultures: Introduction  

Mon, 04/09/2012 - 23:08  |  serenalee  

My name is Serena Lee. I am a third-year Communication Studies student. I hope to 

work a few years in the technology marketing before attending law school. After law 

school, I plan to practice disabilities law or criminal law. Raised in the Silicon Valley, I 

was surrounded by brilliant engineers and scientists. Though I do like technology, I was 

never a fan of the hard sciences. I had trouble with labs and molecules but I excelled in 

writing and arts.  I fancy arts, design, photography and humanities. 

I was attracted to this honors course because I am a fan of the arts but I am not a fan of 

science. I am interested in the relationship between the two cultures. Perhaps, 

sometime through this quarter, I will start to like science. I was initially quite terrified of a 

class related to the sciences but after the first class meeting, I began to realize that 

many of the artworks that I like are examples of science and art. 

Over the years, I tried to avoid any coursework that required labs or the study of science. 

I have yet to take a class in South Campus. As stated by the bloggers who posted 

before me, the UCLA campus is well divided into two campuses based on major and 

field study. The two campuses vary in architecture, attitude, culture and rhythm. An 

important note is that while North Campus studies are humanities-based, many fields 

fall under Social Sciences, a type of science. 

In C.P. Snow’s The Two Cultures,” he writes that “It is not only that the young scientists 

now feel that they are part of a culture on the rise while the other is in retreat. It is also, 

to be brutal, that the young scientists know that they’ll get a comfortable job, while their 

contemporaries and counterparts in English or History will be lucky to earn 60 percent 

as much” (Snow 172).   

Two memes that are displayed on the North Campus Problems tumblr blogging site and 

the South Campus Problems tumblr blogging site apply to Snow’s quote. 

The North Campus Problems tumblr has the meme:  

http://nanobioart.artscicenter.com/hybrid/content/two-cultures-introduction-0
http://nanobioart.artscicenter.com/hybrid/users/serenalee
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The South Campus Problems tumblr has the meme: 

 

In Stephen Wilson “Myths and Confusions in Thinking about Art/Science/Technology,” 

Wilson discusses that science and technology are not the same thing. The “third culture” 

discussed in Victoria Vesna’s “Third Culture: Being in Between” is exemplified through 

San Jose International Airport’s eCloud art piece. The eCloud uses the triangular 

relationship between art, science and technology. The eCloud art piece at San Jose 

International Airport uses science with technology represented through art. 
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In this art piece, 2,000 “squares of switchable glass squares suspended from the ceiling 

continuously change from opaque to transparent with the transmission of real-time 

weather data” (ecloud project). The software for the piece was coded through java and 

the information of weather conditions is translated through computers. The glass 

squares switch with the weather changes. This piece fuses together technology, 

science and art. There is a direct translation between the three disciplines. The weather 

science must be translated through technology to be represented in cloud art form. 
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As the electronic cloud switches locations and adjusts to the the weather of that location, 

the relationship between technology, science and art is renewed. Each new location 

requires the science to be directed toward a computer, translated through technology 

and represented through the glass squares which becomes the entire art piece. The art 

piece cannot be viewed without the science element and the science element cannot be 

translated without the art piece.  

 Sources: 

Goods, Dan. "eCloud Project." The eCloud Project. N.p., 2010. Web. 8 Apr 2012. 

<http://ecloudproject.com/index.html>. 

"North Campus Problems." Tumblr. N.p., 2012. Web. 9 Apr 2012. 

<http://northcampusproblems.tumblr.com/post/17330857002>. 

"Permanent Artworks (Terminal B)." Office of Cultural Affairs. City of San Jose Office of 

Cultural Affairs, 2011. Web. 7 Apr 2012. <http://www.sanjoseculture.org/?pid=99222>. 

Snow, C. P., "The Two Cultures." Leonardo. 1990, 23, 169. 

"South Campus Problems." Tumblr. N.p., 2012. Web. 18 March 2012. 

<http://southcampusproblems.tumblr.com/post/19551748887/oh-north-campus>. 

Wilson, Stephen. "Myths and Confusions in Thinking about Art/Science/Technology." 

College Art Association Meetings, NYC, 2000. 

Vesna, Victoria. “Toward a Third Culture: Being in between.” Leonardo, 2001, 34, 121. 
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Week 2: Eating Habits 

Sun, 04/15/2012 - 16:00  |  serenalee  

 

Since I live on-campus at UCLA, I eat the types of foods served in the dining halls and 

cafes on the hill.  I am allergic to many types of meats (pork, beef, duck, etc.). Though I 

consume chicken from time to time, I lean toward a pescetarian diet. I like various types 

of seafood, especially grilled salmon with fresh vegetables. I like fast food from time to 

time but I am not the biggest fan of unhealthy foods. When I am in the dining halls, I 

always have a plate of salad and an entree. 

According to UCLA’s Sustainability website, UCLA dining purchases cage-free and 

humanly certified eggs. UCLA dining also “Purchases some organic and local foods; 

working to increase the amount of sustainable purchases and will meet or exceed 20% 

sustainable food purchases by 2020.”  

http://nanobioart.artscicenter.com/hybrid/content/eating-habits
http://nanobioart.artscicenter.com/hybrid/users/serenalee
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When I am home in the Bay Area, I eat locally sourced foods that my family purchases 

at the farmers market. For example, I like to make salad with butter lettuce and butter 

mushrooms with homemade citrus honey dressing. I make my salad dressing from the 

oranges and lemons I pick from my backyard. I squeeze the citrus juices together, add 

some wildflower honey that I purchase from the farmers market, and top the dressing off 

with some pepper.  At home, I eat salmon from the local seafood market paired with 

vegetables from the farmer’s market. Or, I make a large pot of vegetable stew using 

various vegetables from sweet carrots and cabbage to yellow onions and celery. 

I purchase my produce from the farmer’s market because I can see the source of my 

produce. I am able to talk to the farmers, know when the produce was picked and wash 

the dirt off the vegetables. I know that my food is fresh and that my money is handed 

directly to the farmers.  

  

On the Nourish Life website, author Michael Pollan and chef Bryant Terry discuss the 

benefits of shopping at  farmers markets. Terry points out that farmers markets build a 

community because there is an interaction between the consumers and the producers. 

Farmers allow consumers to sample the foods before purchasing the food because 

“They’re confident that it’s going to be delicious because it’s freshly picked.” There are 

many differences between shopping at a supermarket and shopping at  the farmers 

markets.  

Pollan says “Farmers markets are a very important part of building an alternative food 

chain. You’re now eating in a different way. You’re eating less processed food. There is 

no high fructose corn syrup in the farmers market. There are no monoglycerides, no 

triglycerides. None of those additives are present in fresh, seasonal food. When you 
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start cooking food, as opposed to buying it precooked or processed, both you and the 

farmer benefit, as a matter of health.”  

 

 

I studied Pollan’s book The Omnivore’s Dilemma for a Sociology of Food course. In one 

of his New York Times Magazine articles “You Are What You Eat”, Pollan discusses a 

University of Washington researcher Adam Drewnowski. Drewnowski discovered that 

with a hypothetical dollar, he could purchase the most calories in the center of a 

supermarket aisle--the frozen foods aisle. There, he could purchase “1,200 calories of 

cookies or potato chips but only 250 calories of carrots. Looking for something to wash 

down those chips, he discovered that his dollar bought 875 calories of soda but only 

170 calories of orange juice.”  
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The following is an intriguing and fascinating talk Pollan gave at Google’s Mountain 

View Headquarters:  

Purchasing and consuming locally sourced food helps the community and helps the 

body. Produce is always fresh and are often much cheaper than stores like Trader Joe’s 

and Ralphs. We are what we eat and what we buy.  

Sources: 

"Perspectives: Farmers Markets." Nourish. Nourish Life, 03 2011. Web. 15 Apr 2012. 

<http://www.nourishlife.org/2011/03/farmers_markets/>. 

Google. "Authors @ Google: Michael Pollan." YouTube. Authors@Google, 2008. Web. 

13 Apr 2012. <http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=I-t-7lTw6mA>. 

Pollan, Michael. "The Omnivore's Dilemma." Michael Pollan. N.p., n.d. Web. 15 Apr 

2012. <http://michaelpollan.com/books/the-omnivores-dilemma/>. 

Pollan, Michael. "You Are What You Grow." New York Times Magazine [New York] 22 

04 2007, n. pag. Web. 15 Apr. 2012.  

"Sustainability Dining Initiatives ." Dining Green. UCLA Sustainability, 13 04 2010. Web. 

15 Apr 2012. <http://www.sustain.ucla.edu/news/article.asp?parentid=6459>. 

"UCLA Housing Office." Exploring the Community. WordPress, 19 07 2011. Web. 15 

Apr 2012. <http://exploringthecommunity.wordpress.com/ucla-housing-office/>. 
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Week 3: Strange Culture 

 Sun, 04/22/2012 - 23:12  |  serenalee  

I was appalled by the Strange Culture movie. I had not heard of the Steve Kurtz case 

until I watched the movie. One of the most frightening takeaways was how much the 

government, the FBI, has on us. The government was able to just search Steve’s home 

and leave the place as a mess. There was a scene in which they went through the trash 

bags piled outside Steve’s home. The trash bags were filled with pizza boxes, evidence 

and notes. I have never personally interacted with the FBI and most of my FBI-related 

knowledge is quite a dramatized version through television shows like Covert Affairs, 

White Collar and Bones. I did not imagine that in real life the FBI would just take over 

someone’s home and leave the yard as an awful dump. Steve had lost his wife and was 

quickly accused of bioterrorism. I can’t even imagine how horrible his experience must 

have been like. I can’t even imagine how terrible the situation was for his friends who 

know Steve and were subpoenaed by the FBI. 

 

http://nanobioart.artscicenter.com/hybrid/content/strange-culture-0
http://nanobioart.artscicenter.com/hybrid/users/serenalee
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As I watched the movie, I kept thinking of how much information the government has on 

us and how much power the government holds. I wouldn’t be surprised if the 

government views this blog post sometime in the future.  
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As for the human relationship to animals, I thought of the relationship animals have with 

humans. I instantly thought of this image:  

 

This macaque took a self portrait photo of himself using a photographer’s DSLR camera. 

The way the macaque smiles at the camera and utilizes the DSLR is very similar to 

human characteristics. The monkey was also able to take a snapshot with the 

photographer in the frame.  

  

Sources: 

Daily Mail Reporter. "Cheeky Monkey! Macaque borrows photographer’s camera to take 

hilarious self-portraits” Daily Mail [United Kingdom] 24 07 2011, n. pag. Web. 22 Apr. 

2012. 
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"Political Cartoon 1" Voices from Russia, Too. Wordpress, 11 07 2011. Web. 22 Apr 

2012. <http://04varvara.files.wordpress.com/2011/07/01-political-cartoon-1.jpg>. 

Leeson, Lynn, dir. Strange Culture. L5 Productions, 2007. Film. 

Zygos, Adam.The Buffalo News. Web. 22 Apr 2012. <http://3.bp.blogspot.com/_y-

gSwWwL1fE/SxVM8RqmHGI/AAAAAAAAAGo/eV8CYBad5Vo/s1600/cartoon242.jpg>. 
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Week 4: Noa Kaplan 

Tue, 05/01/2012 - 21:31  |  serenalee  

Artist Noa Kaplan’s dietary lifestyle is in concert with her artwork. Her vegan diet 

translates to her exploration of coffee beans, honey and pollen. Her choice to use a 

bottle of honey that drips onto the pollen silicone mold seems to be a choice related to 

the relationship of how honey fits in the vegan foods spectrum. I do wonder, however, if 

there is a difference of whether she used store-bought honey or more vegan-friendly 

honey.  

  

 

The physical structure of Kaplan’s “Pollen” is similar to the geodesic structure of 

buckminsterfullerenes found in proteins, cells and small organisms (Ingber 55). Through 

Ingber’s piece in the Scientific American, I was able to conceptually visualize biological 

http://nanobioart.artscicenter.com/hybrid/node/414
http://nanobioart.artscicenter.com/hybrid/users/serenalee
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processes such as cytoskeleton and tensegrity in relation to real-life architectural forms. 

As presented by Ingber’s comparison of the giraffe and cable-and-beam structure, I was 

intrigued by how organic structures, shapes, and units are virtually anywhere.  

 

Kaplan’s dust piece fascinated me because I remember that I saw dust mites in high 

school biology. To be clear, dust bunnies and dust mites are two very different thing. 

Dust bunnies are defined by Wikipedia as small clumps of dust. Dust mites are quite 

frightening creatures that feeds off dead skin cells. Dust mites are rampant on beds, 

sofas, couches and carpets.  

 

Video is embedded but in case the embedding doesn't work, the link is 

here: http://animal.discovery.com/videos/whats-to-love-dust-mites.html 

Kaplan takes something that is so ordinary (coffee, honey, pollen) and makes it into 

something that is so extraordinary. Her method of delving into the processes and into 

the layers of what is presented is quite similar to medicine, technology and art. Though I 

am far from a pre-med or science major, I believe that medicine seeks to understand 

the details and processes of why diseases and the human body acts the way that it 

http://animal.discovery.com/videos/whats-to-love-dust-mites.html
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does. Medicine takes ordinary body pieces such as a hand or a leg and delves into 

many faceted layers of the body parts.  

Works Cited: 

"Chemical of the Week." Buckyballs. SciFun, 2010. Web. 30 April 2012. 

<http://scifun.chem.wisc.edu/chemweek/buckball/buckball.html>. 

"Dust Bunny." Wikipedia: The Free Encyclopedia. Wikimedia Foundation, Inc. 25 April 

2012. Web. 30 April 2012. <http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Dust_bunny>. 

"House Dust Mite." Wikipedia: The Free Encyclopedia. Wikimedia Foundation, Inc. 25 

April 2012. Web. 30 April 2012. <.http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/House_dust_mite 

Ingber, Donald. “The Architecture of Life.” Scientific American Jan.1998: 48-57. Print.  

Kaplan, Noa. "Noa P. Kaplan Exhibition." Guest Lecture. UCLA Design | Media Arts 

Honors Seminar: Biotech and Art. UCLA, Los Angeles. April 2012. Lecture. 

Kaplan, Noa. “Noa Puiforcat Kaplan.” 30 April 2012. <http://www.noapkaplan.com/> 

Kaplan, Noa. “Pollen.” 30 April 2012. <http://www.noapkaplan.com/> 

What's to Love: Dust Mites. Animal Planet, 2009. Web. 30 April 2012. 

<http://animal.discovery.com/videos/whats-to-love-dust-mites.html>.  
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Week 5: Midterms  
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Week 6: Ethics and Body Modification 

Sun, 05/13/2012 - 18:45  |  serenalee  

There are several vital animal rights and ethical concerns over the GFP “Alba” 

bunny.  Though Eduardo’s technique and concept is not a new idea, his work is still art. 

I do believe that the presentation of a glowing bunny is an artistic statement but I don’t 

believe that modifying a living animal for aesthetic reasons is ethical. Eduardo’s GFP 

bunny reminds me of the discourse over art forgeries and original masterpieces. If an 

artist forges a masterpiece, is the forged masterpiece still considered art? Even if the 

artist’s technique is perfect and seems just like the original, is the artist’s work a piece of 

appreciated art? Since Eduardo’s technique for the GFP bunny is not a new technique, I 

wonder how the public decided if “Alba” is art or if Eduardo just replicated an old idea.  

 

  

In addition to animal rights and ethical concerns, there are doubt over the photograph’s 

(above) authenticity. According to Wired’s article, Eduardo said that photo was not 

altered. Other researchers who did similar GFP work disagree. Molecular biologist 

Reinhard Nestelbacher said “the rabbit could never look like that.”  

Performance artist Orlan uses her body and plastic surgery to make a statement on 

modified beauty. I get queasy when I watch anything medical related (unless it’s a fake 

http://nanobioart.artscicenter.com/hybrid/node/432
http://nanobioart.artscicenter.com/hybrid/users/serenalee
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television drama). I do not like to watch surgeries nor do I ever plan on ever working in 

any medical field. When I researched Orlan, I saw a comparison between Orlan and 

Lady Gaga. 

 

  

They use their bodies as art. I like Lady Gaga’s work and I understand her 

mission/message. I don’t quite understand Orlan. I don’t get the point of recorded plastic 

surgeries as a form of art (mostly because I get skirmish over medical surgeries).  As 

mentioned in part four of the BioTech Art lecture, this sort of art continues to “shock” the 

public. A similar art piece that has the same “shock “effect is Sterlarc’s “Third Ear." 
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The third ear as a body jewelry is quite strange. He makes a statement on body 

modification--similar to Orlan’s statement on body image and modification. I can’t 

comprehend why he chose to duplicate an ear over another body part. When I learn 

about Orlan, Stelarc and other artists that “shock” society, all I can think of is “Why? 

Why would anyone do this?” An applicable image to my response is the meme:  

 

An artist that I do appreciate and understand is bioartist George Gessert. As discussed 

in BioTech Art YouTube Video #5, Gessert creates his own iris flower hybrids. This 

plant modification (irises) makes more sense than animal modification (GFP bunny). 

http://4.bp.blogspot.com/-4cvS1pG_6Cw/TykBA08BekI/AAAAAAAAA5k/6_8ztPi7W9k/s1600/but-why-meme-generator-but-why-84103d.jpg
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Gessert has a beautiful relationship with nature, modification and art. His plant breeds 

are absolutely magnificent because he uses modification to create pretty art.  

-- 

Works Cited: 

Chrystelle Fontaine. Eduardo Kac and Alba, the fluorescent bunny. N.d. Photograph. 
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Kingdom] 11 October  2007, n. pag. Web. 12 May 2012.  

Dorothy Barenscott. Gaga and Orlan. Photograph. Avant-Guardian Musings. Web. 12 
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Week 7: The Sims and AI 

Sun, 05/20/2012 - 21:07  |  serenalee  

Alan Turing, the “father of computer science,” created the magnificent Eliza Program. 

Our group will focus on Artificial Intelligence. I will specifically concentrate on “The Sims” 

in relation to the Eliza Program.  

 

The Eliza Program is somewhat the “original” or “old school” iPhone 4S Siri. Computer 

scientist Joseph Wizenbaum wrote the original “Eliza” program. Eliza is a question and 

answer simulation. The computer program allows users to put an “input” and 

manipulates the result with an “output.” The significance of the Eliza Program is that it 

passed the “Turing Test.” The “Turing Test,” a test proposed by Alan Turing, tests for 

“intelligence” in machines. If people cannot tell that they are talking to a computer, then 

the computer has intelligence.  

http://nanobioart.artscicenter.com/hybrid/node/463
http://nanobioart.artscicenter.com/hybrid/users/serenalee
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I will concentrate on the artistic design of “The Sims” on how the simulation is modeled 

after humans and human life. I will tie links between artificial intelligence and “the sims.” 

I am interested on how if the “sims” are left to play for themselves in the “free will” mode. 

Iif the user leaves the computer and changes the settings “free will”,  the sims will go on 

with their own lives without user control. The sims are able to manage to live, cook and 

attend work. I am fascinated by how the program is able to create human-like features 

and human-like processes with computer scripts. 

Richard Evans, the AI lead on Sims 3, wrote about artificial intelligence in “The Sims 3.” 

In the game, different sims have different personality traits. For example, some sims are 

family-oriented while other sims are flirty. These traits, according to Richard, influence 

autonomous behavior. The AI team for the Sims 3 focused on letting the sims work on 

their own. He said “One big thing we have insisted on from the start is that the Sims 

won’t need you to hold their hand every time they need to use the toilet. They are now 

able to take care of their basic needs on their own, leaving you to focus on more 

important things: building relationships, expanding your career opportunities, and 
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exploring the world around you.”  

 

Will Wright, the creator of “The Sims,” commented on artificial intelligence in a Popular 

Mechanics article. In the article, Wright says "The human brain is still the biggest 

mystery in the known universe. It's more likely that a computer program is going to find 

a way to make the next version of itself more intelligent..."The first real AI would be 

something that we don't even understand because we didn't program it. It will be more 

dissimilar in the way it thinks, than we are to a mouse."  
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Week 7: Extra Credit: BioTech to BioPunk 

Configure 

Sun, 05/20/2012 - 22:15  |  serenalee  

Professor Lejla Kucukalic presented a lecture on Biotech to Biopunk on Science 

Fiction’s vision of genetics. In her lecture, Kucukalic mentioned many books. One book 

in particular, Never Let Me Go by Kazuo Ishiguro, explores the modern take of the near 

future society. Kucukalic mentioned human clones and the clone abomination. In the 

novel, Ishiguro makes an allegory of body parts.  

I was not aware that her book was made into a movie with many famous actors like 

Keira Knightley, Andrew Garfield and Carey Mulligan. The trailer is here:  

Kucukalic briefly mentioned “Moon” by Duncan Jones.  

 
This film references a karfosky film about the “human other” and “human copies.” She 

mentioned that Jones looks into cloning of human bodies. The film has won many 

awards. According to IMDB, the movie is about astronaut Sam Bell who has a three-

year stint on the Moon.  

Kucukalic also mentioned The Windup Girl  by Paolo Bacigalupi. This is a biopunk 

science fiction novel that explores the “new people.” In further discussion, Philip K. 
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Dick’s Do Androids Dream of Electric Sheep  is replicated by Bacigalupi’s novel.  

 

Dick’s novel, set in 2021, is about a world war that killed off humans, animals, etc. 

Companies created very realistic simulations of horses, sheep, cats, birds and humans. 

The simulations were so authentic that it was quite impossible to tell a human apart 

from a simulated human.  

--- 
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Summary: 

This document is a compilation of blog posts for Professor Vesna’s Honors 177: 

Biotechnology & Art Spring Quarter 2012. The posts expand on topics raised in class 

lectures, art galleries, extra credit talks and symposiums. The initial post is a personal 

introduction. The posts from week two to week six cover industrialization and food, 

genetic engineering, animals, medical technologies, midterm presentations, 

transhumanism and biopunk. The last post is a final project proposal in which I use The 

Sims 3 relationship with Artificial Intelligence to create a perfect robot. The robot uses 

features from artificial intelligence inspired products like iPhone 4S’s Siri, Japanese 

facial recognition software and kismet robot.  


